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Greetings!
Enjoy this first issue of Vintage Notions Monthly. It continues to share the work of Mary 

Brooks Picken and the Woman’s Institute which inspired my book Vintage Notions: An 

Inspirational Guide to Needlework, Cooking, Sewing, Fashion and Fun! 

All my life I have been fascinated by fashion, sewing and all things vintage. As the owner of 

Indygo Junction, a sewing pattern company, and author of a library of craft books, I have 

spent a lot of time researching sewing publications that have been released throughout the 

years. It was during this research that I came upon a name that would have a huge impact on 

my career, Mary Brooks Picken.

A pioneer in the sewing arts, Mary Brooks Picken was the author of almost 100 needlework, 

sewing, and textile books. Regarded as an authority on dress, design, and sewing, she founded 

the Woman’s Institute of Domestic Arts and Sciences (1916-1932) in Scranton, PA. At one 

point the institute had an enrollment of 300,000 women across the world connected through 

its correspondence courses and publications. 

Why create a Vintage Notions Monthly? 

When I read the story of Mary Brooks Picken and started to grasp the magnitude of her 

influence, I was compelled to collect and archive her numerous works. I believe I now have 

acquired the largest collection of Woman’s Institute publications in the world. Although this 

Institute was founded 100 years ago, the treasure trove of lessons and stories are still relevant 

today and offer a blueprint for living a contented life. To celebrate the 100th anniversary 

of this influential institute, what better way than to introduce the material to a modern 

community than with the internet? (I think Mary would be thrilled!)

Inside the pages of this magazine you will find articles on sewing, cooking, decorating and 

even upcycling as well as testimonials from students. An original issue of the Inspiration 

newsletter is combined with articles I curate from Fashion Service, another popular Woman’s 

Institute publication. I also add a “Magic Pattern” each month for those of you who are looking 

for quick and easy sewing projects! In this inaugural issue several pages of promotional 

content are included to give you a window back in time to a student’s perspective. 

I invite you to join our online community. Visit my blog at amybarickman.com, 

join my Facebook page & Instagram- amybarickmanstudio,  

and my Facebook group- amybarickmansvintagemademodern.

So Enjoy! Be Inspired! Get creative! 

All my best,
                   Amy
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Originally published in “Dressmaking, Millinery and Cooking Made Easy”  © 1916 Woman’s Institute of Domestic Arts & Sciences, Inc.
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Each Issue of Vintage Notions Monthly includes a Fashion Service Supplement. You will read 

about the fashion styles popular in the early twentieth century and receive a collectible fashion 

illustration to print and frame. 

The students of the Woman’s Institute would also receive a publication called Fashion Service. 

Where the Inspiration newsletter instructed them on all aspects of the domestic arts, not only 

sewing but also cooking, housekeeping, decorating, etc., Fashion Service was devoted entirely to 

giving current fashions with a key to their development.

Fashion Service prided itself on providing it’s readers with reliable style information and the 

newest fashion forecasting. The publication wasn’t just eye candy. The Institute stressed the 

importance of studying the fashions to benefit the sewer’s understanding of dressmaking. To 

quote founder Mary Brooks Picken, “Once the principles of design...and of construction… are 

understood, beautiful garments will result. This publication comes to you as an aid to this desired 

goal. Read the text of every page and reason out the why of every illustration and description 

that your comprehension of designing and construction may be enlarged and your appreciation 

made more acute.”

Today, these articles and illustrations give us a historically accurate view of what fashion really 

meant 100 years ago. Not only can we study these articles for an “of-the-time” style snapshot, but 

just as their students did, we can also learn to understand the principles of design and increase 

our sewing skills. In each issue, look for  a collectible illustration in the back of the supplement!

SUPPLEMENT
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Glamour Cape & Hood

The cape and hood of filmy lace and net can be worn 
everywhere – at cocktail parties, in restaurants, even at the 
theatre. They are flattering, less expensive than hats, and 
easier to manage when dining or dancing. 

This lace cape with hood was made from ¾ yd. of 35” 
gossamer-type lace and 2 yds. of ½” wide velvet ribbon. 

Take a piece of paper 27” x 36” and make a pattern. Fold in 
half lengthwise and lay fold toward you. Place point A at left-
hand lower corner, as in diagram. Mark B 3” above A. Locate 
E halfway between upper corners C and D. F is halfway 
between E and D; G is same distance below D that F is to left 
of D. Draw a curved line B to E, F to G. Cut on these lines. 

Put the hood on; bring it over hair as you want it. Tie ribbon 
around the neck over the lace, pin lace to ribbon. Line will 
come about as dotted line shows.

This is an original Magic Pattern, a project you cut 

out using diagrams instead of pattern pieces. These 

were first created by Mary Brooks Picken for the 
Woman’s Institute’s student magazines, Inspiration 

and Fashion Service. My book Vintage Notions: 

An Inspirational Guide to Needlework, Cooking, 

Sewing, Fashion & Fun featured 12 original Magic 

Patterns. Recently I have created modern patterns 

that were inspired by these vintage gems featured 
in the book The Magic Pattern Book, which I 

licensed with Workman Publishing. We have chosen 
to keep the authenticity of this original pattern 
intact and therefore have not changed instructions 

based on modern fabrics and techniques.  Note at 
the end of this pattern you will find helpful tips for 
drafting pattern pieces.
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Magic
Pattern:
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Finish edge of cape and hood by stitching edge 1/8” from edge 
all around; do this over paper to prevent tightening of stitching 
line. Turn stitched edge, making a rolled hem, and whip this 
down, or take to your local sewing shop and have all the edges 

picoted. Gather fullness under ribbon. Do not make this tight, as 
it should appear loose and easy. Tack ends of ribbon at edge of 
hood so that they will hold. 

Keep Accurate Measurements

Since the garments in this book are all cut from measurements, it 
is necessary to have accurate ones to follow. Keep a list of your 
own measurements always at hand for ready reference.

Measurements for fitted garments should be taken over the type 
of foundation garments you expect to wear with them. Remove 
dress, jacket, or coat, which would distort the measurements. 
Do not take measurements too tight. Make all easy enough for 
comfort. The chart shows how to place the tape correctly for each 
measurement. 

Making The Pattern

If you have the least doubt about your ability to chalk out the 
garment on your fabric, then rough it out first with crayon or 
heavy pencil on wrapping paper or newspaper. Cut out the paper 
pattern and use it to cut your garment. Cutting from a diagram, 
you can be sure that the proportions are correct for your size and 
that the garment will be a good fit. 

Your Measurement Chart & Notes on Making Magic Patterns
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If you enjoyed these sample pages from our first issue, be sure to visit our 

website at AmyBarickman.com to purchase single issues or sign up for a 

subscription to Vintage Notions Monthly. Thank you.

You can also tune in to Vintage Notions video episodes for a guided tour 

through my collection of sewing and fashion history, as well as modern projects 

inspired by my extensive library on my website AmyBarickman.com 
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